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Starting
remarks

• Impressive amount of data

• Descripitive rather than
precriptive

• A map of current geopolitics

• Deontologisation and 
dematerialisation



Opening 
themes  for 
a discusion

Co-authorship vs collaboration 

Ontological  versus epistemic analysis 
of collaboration

Synchronic versus diachronic 
collaboration 

The density of data coverage in the 
core and semi-periphery and periphery



Beyond 
blackbox of 
collaboration 
(as co-
authorship)

Co-authorship Collaboration



McNamara fallacy and 
epistemocentrsim

• The first step is to measure whatever can be easily 
measured. This is OK as far as it goes. 

• The second step is to disregard that which can't be 
easily measured or to give it an arbitrary quantitative 
value. This is artificial and misleading. 

• The third step is to presume that what can't be 
measured easily really isn't important. This is 
blindness. 

• The fourth step is to say that what can't be easily 
measured really doesn't exist. This is suicide.

• — Daniel Yankelovich, "Corporate Priorities: A 
continuing study of the new demands on business" 
(1972).



Problem with epistemocentrism of co-
authorship as measure of collaboration



„Scientific facts must flow…”

http://spk.michael-flower.com/files/archive-jan-
2013.html



Modern-World system 
architecture

Peter J. Taylor
The state as container: territoriality in the modern 

world-system Progress in Human Geography June 
1994 18: 151-162



Structural violence

Staniszkis claims that the core countries force the semi-
periphery and the periphery to accept a new form of 
organisations, rationality, types of institution.

This process is more important than economic 
exploitation.

Unequal relation between the core and the periphery are
based not only on rationality, organisation, economic
relations, etc. but also on a form of „ontologisation”.



Stabilisation of destabilisation and 
metrological densivity





Structural violence/peripherisation

• Timescapes, 
production and 
synchronisation:

• Measures/Metrological chains

• Calculation centers

• Commodity chains

• Modes of Production

• Technoscientific Networks

Control 
on 



Suitcase science

• Mechanism of assymterical knowledge 

accumulation

• Synchronisation with global (West) 

knowledge structures undermine local 

production in favor of „bringing ready 

made science” in suitcase from 

West/Core countries

• „Zombie”, „cargo” – science –

obstructed circulation of knowledge 

wich favor unequal exchange instead 

of production of scientific facts



Transfer of scientific „half product” form 
center to periphery









Materiality of technoscience and collaboration: 
emobodied inequalities

• Entangled histories of 

MRI, it shows, emergence 

and consolidation of 

particular technoscientific 

trajectories and shifts in 

transnational geography of 

science and technology 

(e.g. centers and 

peripheries) embodied in a 

practices, artifacts, 

materialities.





Denkstill, Denkollektiv – diachronic and 
synchronic collaboration

diachronic versus synchronic scientific collaboration

- path dependency and scientific collaboration
- development of paradigms, stabilisation of 

collaboration
- Scientific schools, traditions etc. 



Materiality of technoscience and collaboration: 
world -making

• Stanek demonstrates 

socialist countries dut to 

worldmaking-left their 

enduring mark on urban 

landscapes in the 

postcolonial world. 

• It is a story about 

socialist internationalism, 

and material effect of both 

technoscientific and 

political collaboration









AfroPoland – Meeting Together





Carrer coupling



• Abdelmalek Sayad

• and Pierre Bourdieu



Why „zombie”, suitcase science is
dangerous?



Key issues:

1. Anthropocene/Capitalocene – „How many calories/CO2 Your paper

cost?” – stabilisation of a future knowledge structure

2. Fear, Uncertainity and Doubt – Did you do anything to stop global

spread of anti-science?

3. Science for Peace or how we are forgot John Desmond Bernal?


